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Practical, Theological and Spiritual Implications  

of the Mitzva to Build Parapets1 

 

R. Yaakov Bieler 

Parashat Ki Tetze, 5774 

 

Constructing a safeguard against a lethal fall as the fulfillment of a Tora Mitzva. 

Among the numerous and varied Commandments found in this week’s Parasha, a verse 

is devoted to the importance of making the upper stories of one’s home as safe as possible: 

 

Devarim 22:8 

When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make a parapet for thy roof, 

that thou bring not blood upon thy house, if any man fall from thence.  

 

Extrapolating broader implications from this Commandment. 

Although the example is very specific, and if the verse is read narrowly and according to 

its “letter”, it would entail a specific and singular action, i.e., building some form of barrier  that 

must be undertaken only if a new private house is built, and only if the structure has an upper 

story, by closely reading the verse, the Rabbis expand the number of cases that the “spirit” of 

this Mitzva covers, essentially transforming the Commandment of making a Ma’akeh into a 

“Binyan Av”2 (paradigm):  

 

Ketubot 41b 

R. Natan said, Whence is it derived that a man 1) may not breed a “bad” 

(viscious)  dog in his house 2) nor place a shaking ladder in his house? [From 

Scripture] where it is said, “…That thou bring not blood upon thy house.”  

 

Sifre (Midrash Halacha on Devarim) 

                                                           
1 par·a·pet noun \ˈpa-rə-pət, -ˌpet\ : a low wall at the edge of a platform, roof, or bridge  
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/parapet  
2 A binyan av is a rule derived from a verse (or from two verses) that is applied to all cases that are similar 
to the one in the verse. Some examples: 
* The permission to prepare food on Yom Tov was only stated in regards to Pesach. From a binyan av, we 
apply this rule to all similar days, i.e., Succos, Shavuos, etc.  
* Deuteronomy 19:15 specifies that the testimony of “one witness” is inadmissible. From a binyan av, it is 
determined that any place the Torah says “witness” without such specification, it refers to testimony in 
general, which requires two witnesses.  
* The Torah prohibits a man from marrying his sister, including a half-sister on his mother’s side. When 
the Torah discusses the prohibition against marrying one’s father’s sister, we know from a binyan av that 
this includes his father’s maternal half-sister… http://www.ou.org/torah/mitzvot/taryag/methodology3/   
 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/parapet
http://www.ou.org/torah/mitzvot/taryag/methodology3/
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“Upon thy house”3—To include 3a) cisterns, 3b) ditches, 3c) caves, 3d) trenches, 

3e) wedge-like ditches (with regard to making sure that no one falls in as a 

result of inadvertently stumbling upon one of these depressions). 

 

In light of the additional cases that are derived from this verse, Rabbeinu Bachaye 

summarizes the overall sense conveyed by Devarim 22:8 : 

 

Rabbeinu Bachaye  

According to the simple meaning4 (of the verse), a person must be careful to 

avoid (creating) dangerous situations, paralleling what was said (Devarim 4:9) 

“Only take heed to thyself, and guard thy soul5 diligently…”   

 

Sefer HaChinuch supplies the overall rationale for a concern for physical safety that is 

reflected in the Mitzva of Ma’akeh, but which has much more general ramifications for how 

every human being ought to conduct his life:  

 

Sefer HaChinuch, Mitzva 546 

…God Created His World and Constructed it on the basis of natural law. He 

Decreed that fire will burn and water will extinguish the flame; similarly nature 

dictates that if a large stone should fall upon the head of a human being, it will 

shatter his brain, or if a person should fall a great distance from the top of a roof 

he will die. He Who Deserves to be blessed, kindly Bestowed upon mankind 

bodies and He Blew into his nostrils the Spirit of Life,6 Endowing him with 

intelligence that should allow him to protect his body from all destructive forces 

and He Placed both of them, the body and the soul within the sphere of the 

elements and they will control them and they will engage in actions. And once 

God Made man’s body subject to the laws of nature, for this is what His Wisdom 

                                                           
3 Tora Temima #80 explains that the assumption of the Midrash is that the specification of “Baitecha” 
(your house) towards the end of the verse is superfluous, since the same meaning could have just as well 
been conveyed with the prepositional pronoun “Bah”, since it is clear from earlier in the verse that the 
antecedent of such a pronoun would be the word “Bayit” (house).  
4 As opposed to the homiletical and Kabbalistic meanings that this commentator also discusses. 
5 Although this verse could be understood as dealing with spiritual things that specifically affect the soul, 
R. Bachaye obviously takes a broader view and considers endangering either the lives of others or one’s 
own life as similarly being careless with “the soul”, of you or that belonging to others. On a metaphysical 
level, there are those like MaHaRaL MiPrague (Netivot Olam, Netiv Ahavat HaRe’ah, Chapter 1) who 
suggest that while people are separated in terms of their physical realities, i.e., their bodies, they share a 
common soul, thereby rendering (VaYikra 19:18) “And you shall love your neighbor as yourself” as 
something literal, because from the perspective of one’s soul, the other person is yourself. If that’s the 
case, then when I endanger someone else, I am also literally endangering myself, at least in terms of my 
soul.  
6 A paraphrase of Beraishit 2:7 : 

Then the Lord God Formed man of the dust of the ground, and Breathed into his nostrils the 
Breath of Life; and man became a living soul.  
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Demanded, since he is made up of matter, He Commanded him to be careful 

regarding random events, because nature, into whose power he has been given 

over, will affect him if he is not careful… 

 

Emphasizing man’s moral responsibility by contrasting the Tora’s juxtaposition of two 

topics. 

R. Shimshon Rafael Hirsch draws a fundamental lesson regarding the Tora’s intent when 

it places next to the Mitzva of Ma’akeh, a Commandment dealing with the home of another 

denizen of Creation: 

 

Devarim 22:6-8 

If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the way, in any tree or on the 

ground, with young ones or eggs, and the dam sitting upon the young, or upon 

the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam with the young; thou shalt in any wise let 

the dam go, but the young thou mayest take unto thyself; that it may be well 

with thee, and that thou mayest prolong thy days.  

 

When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make a parapet for thy roof, 

that thou bring not blood upon thy house, if any man fall from thence.   

 

R. S.R. Hirsch on Devarim 22:8 

…The group of Commandments that begin with this verse (v. 6) bring to our 

attention the extra importance of the house of a human being and the actions 

of a person with respect to his abode. Animals construct their nests and deal 

with their offspring in accordance with the thrust of their instincts, whereas 

man when he engages in parallel activities is obligated to do so in light of the 

principles of ethics that mitigate his natural aspirations and desires. The bird 

builds its nest for itself and those who depend upon it, and it is guided in its 

actions by pure self-interest in accordance with the sense of self-preservation 

calling upon all of its abilities. Man, however, when he builds his house, must 

take into consideration from the outset all of humanity who are part of his 

world both presently and in the future. In every aspect of his home he is not to 

allow for anything that might cause harm to another. (By extension) with 

respect to all of his actions regarding obtaining his food and his pleasure, all of 

what he does in order to dominate nature and all of his human enterprises, he 

must retain before himself the Image of the Great Lawgiver of the world and 

remember constantly that he was created in order to fulfill the laws of the 

Creator via making ethical choices, in the same manner as animate and plant life 

were created in order to fulfill the laws of the Creator per force. These rules are 

articulated specifically for the human being so that in every situation in which 

he finds himself and engages in activity, he should demonstrate his human 
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strength and human dignity by means of faithfulness to the Commandment by 

controlling and overcoming his natural inclinations…7 

 

Paralleling the “Binyan Av” aspects of Ma’akeh and Bal Tashchit. 

In effect, just as the Mitzva of Bal Tashchit (lit. do not destroy; the prohibition against 

wantonly destroying anything ownerless in the world or in one’s possession) is derived from a 

verse dealing with the extremely specific issue of what to do with fruit trees during a time of 

siege: 

 

Devarim 20:19 

When thou shalt besiege a city a long time, in making war against it to take it, 

thou shalt not destroy the trees thereof by wielding an axe against them; for 

                                                           
7 The Semichut HaParashiot of not only Shiluach HaKein and Ma’akeh, but several other Mitzvot in the 
sequence of Commandments presented in Parashat Ki Tetze is interpreted by MaHaRaL in a manner 
different from the approach assumed by R. Hirsch: 

Gur Aryeh on Devarim 22:8, interpreting the sequence of Mitzvot— 
 Ibid. 7-12 

 Thou shalt in any wise let the dam go, but the young thou mayest take unto 
thyself; that it may be well with thee, and that thou mayest prolong thy days.  

 When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make a parapet for thy roof, 
that thou bring not blood upon thy house, if any man fall from thence.  

 Thou shalt not sow thy vineyard with two kinds of seed; lest the fulness of the 
seed which thou hast sown be forfeited together with the increase of the 
vineyard.  

 Thou shalt not plow with an ox and an ass together.  

 Thou shalt not wear a mingled stuff, wool and linen together.  

 Thou shalt make thee twisted cords upon the four corners of thy covering, 
wherewith thou coverest thyself.   

And it would appear that there is a good reason why one Mitzva generates the fulfillment of 
another: Because the individual who sends away the mother bird (before taking either the eggs 
or the new-born birds from the nest) is contributing to the inhabitation of the world, since he is 
not destroying the nest in its entirety (an interesting take on Yishuv HaOlam, i.e., that wild, 
natural areas be developed to allow for habitation, even on the part of animals!). Therefore this 
individual merits being able to further develop the world via building his own house. And if he 
fulfills the Mitzva of Ma’akeh, he will merit having a field, which is also associated with inhabiting 
the world, but of course it is not as directly associated with such inhabitation as building a house. 
And if he fulfills the Commandments associated with the field, he will merit owning an ox and a 
donkey which are also necessary for the inhabiting of the world…because they are necessary for 
man’s survival and longevity as he inhabits the world. And if he fulfills the relevant 
Commandments concerning the ox and the donkey… he will merit clothing which are next in 
importance after an ox and a donkey in terms of inhabiting the world. And if he does not 
transgress the Commandment of Sha’atnez (mixtures of wool and linen) he will merit possessing 
an outer Talit upon which hang Tzitiyot... And in the list, something that is of greater importance 
is mentioned before something of lesser importance, because sending away the mother bird is 
necessary for the preservation of an entire species, which in turn leads to building a house which 
is necessary for the settling of a species. Similarly with regard to a field, an ox and donkey, and 
clothing… 
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thou mayest eat of them, but thou shalt not cut them down; for is the tree of 

the field man, that it should be besieged of thee?  

 

and is duly expanded by the Rabbis to include all manner of destroying anything that 

one encounters in the world,  

 

Sefer HaChinuch #529 

…The basis of this Commandment is known, that is it in order to teach ourselves 

to love the good and the beneficial and to cling to it, and by means of doing so, 

goodness will cling to us, and we will distance ourselves from all evil and from 

all things that are destructive. And this is the way of the pietists and men of 

good deeds, they love peace and rejoice in the goodness of people and draw 

them closer to Tora. And they do not destroy even a crumb of mustard in the 

world. And it troubles them each and every instance of loss and destruction that 

they witness. And if they can save something they do so preventing it from 

being destroyed with all their strength. This is not the case with respect to the 

evildoers, who are the brothers of the destroying powers, they rejoice over the 

destruction of the world and they engage in its destruction…   

 

so too the Mitzva of putting up a Ma’akeh is understood to represent the religious importance 

of taking care of oneself as well as others, and avoiding creating situations that will endanger 

oneself or anyone else.  

 

A section of the same verse discussing Ma’akeh is understood by some commentators to raise 

the deeply philosophical question of fatalism vs. free choice.  

But of equal, and perhaps even greater, theological interest, is a nuance in the language 

of the verse in question “Pen Yipol HaNofeil”, that is picked up on by Rabbinic commentators as 

well as biblical interpreters. The English translation of Devarim 22:8, cited at the beginning of 

this essay, does not reflect any sort of irregularity in the final words of the verse—“ if any man 

fall from thence”, and in fact not even all of the commentators appear to be concerned about 

the Hebrew terminology itself. For example, Ibn Ezra, when accounting for why the Tora refers 

to the potential victim as “HaNofeil” (the faller) when he hasn’t fallen as yet,8 explains that he is 

“…Nikra Al Sheim Sofo” (lit. he is defined by what [might] happen to him in the end), i.e., since 

he potentially might fall, even if he ultimately never does, nevertheless he could be called “a 

faller”. R. Yosef Bechor Shor adopts a similar approach: “Someone who is liable to fall”.  

 

However, many commentators feel called upon to present fascinating explanations 

attempting to account for the Tora’s strange formulation in this verse’s last four words, 

particularly in light of an interpretation appearing in the Talmud: 

                                                           
8 “…Pen Yipol HaNofeil Mimenu”—liteally, lest there fall “the faller” from it. 
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Shabbat 32a 

The School of R. Yishmael taught: 'If the faller [HaNofeil] fall from thence': this 

man was predestined to fall since the six days of Creation(!). For lo! he has not 

[yet] fallen, and the Writ [already] calls him “Nofeil” [a faller]? But reward 

[Zechut] is brought about through a person of merit [Zakkai], and punishment 

[Chova] through a person of guilt.9 (In other words, one way or another, the 

individual who is in danger of falling, will have his life end at this point. What is 
                                                           
9 The idea that good things happen by means of good people, and vice versa is a biblical concept 
articulated by David when confronting Shaul in order to attempt to convince the latter that he means him 
no harm. David had cut off part of Shaul’s cloak while the king was sleeping and thought that this would 
demonstrate that had he wanted to kill his adversary, he had ample opportunity to do so. Consequently, 
this was not his intention. David continues,  

I Shmuel 24:11-13 
Moreover, my father, see, yea, see the skirt of thy robe in my hand; for in that I cut off the skirt 
of thy robe, and killed thee not, know thou and see that there is neither evil nor transgression in 
my hand, and I have not sinned against thee, though thou layest wait for my soul to take it. The 
Lord Judge between me and thee, and the Lord Avenge me of thee; but my hand shall not be 
upon thee. As saith “Mashal HaKadmoni” *the ancient proverb): Out of the wicked cometh forth 
wickedness; but my hand shall not be upon thee.   

It is unclear to what “ancient proverb” David is referring. The Talmud suggests that a verse in the Tora 
demonstrates this principle (perhaps “HaKadmoni” should then be understood as “the Ancient One”, i.e., 
HaShem, Who Existed before anything else, and that the Tora, in certain respects, could be viewed as His 
extended “Parable”):  

Makot 10b 
R. Shimeon b. Lakish opened his discourse [on this theme] with these [two] texts: (Shemot 21:13) 
“And if a man lie not in wait, but God Cause it to come to hand; then I will appoint thee a place 
whither he may flee,” and (I Shmuel 24:13) “As saith the proverb of the ancients: Out of the 
wicked cometh forth wickedness; but my hand shall not be upon thee.” (In other words, the 
“proverb of the ancients” is a reference to the Tora’s situation of manslaughter, as described in 
Shemot 21:13.) Of whom does the [former] text (from Shemot) speak? Of two persons who had 
slain, one in error and another with intent, there being witnesses in neither case. The Holy One, 
Blessed Be He, Appoints them both [to meet] at the same inn; he who had slain with intent sits 
under the step-ladder and he who had slain in error comes down the step-ladder, falls and kills 
him. Thus, he who had slain with intent is [duly] slain, while he who had slain in error [duly] goes 
into banishment. (Therefore, the punishment that comes about for the person who had engaged 
in premeditated murder comes about at the hand of someone not innocent, but who was guilty 
of some previous act of manslaughter.)  

MaLBIM on I Shmuel 24:13 suggests an alternative interpretation for “the ancient proverb”:  
The first “proverb” regarding this that dated from the ancient world was the case of Kayin and 
Hevel, with HaShem Avenging the blood of Hevel from Kayin via Lemech who killed Kayin (see 
RaShI on Beraishit 4:23 d.h. Shema’an Koli). And concerning him (Lemech) was developed the 
proverb: Out of the wicked comes forth wickedness. The proverb is based upon two ideas: a) that 
from Kayin’s own offspring emerges the one who kills him (Lemech is a seventh generation 
descendent of Kayin), and b) Kayin was killed by an evildoer like himself. So too you (Shaul) will 
be killed by an evildoer… 

If the reason for the Mitzva of Ma’akeh is to avoid creating a scenario where an evildoer will be punished 
by falling off an individual’s roof who did not put up a requisite fence on his upper story, then in fact it will 
take some other evildoer to provide the context wherein this “Faller” will fall.  
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not predetermined is the means by which this will take place. If a person is 

virtuous and fulfills the Mitzvot properly, he will not serve as the means by 

which the victim will meet his predetermined end and therefore not be 

associated with such an ignominious event.)10 

 

It is possible that the phrase “the six days of Creation” is an exaggerated metaphor for 

something that was simply predetermined prior to its occurrence.11  It is notable that when 

                                                           
10 Siftei Chachamim #20 raises a question on this question:  

…if this individual is destined to “fall”, why is it considered a transgression when someone does not 
construct a fence (by creating this dangerous situation, he is allowing Divine Justice and Punishment 
to be carried out!  

While the answer the commentator gives is regardless of the victim’s guilt or innocence, one should not 
allow his premises to be the venue by which the individual meets his end any more than necessary, 
nevertheless the school of R. Yishmael appears to sharpen the question regarding the necessity of 
building a Ma’akeh, rather than resolving it! Perhaps it could be added (although the total fatalists would 
of necessity disagree), that not only those deserving of punishment might fall, but also others due to 
being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Even if one assumes that every event has been deliberately 
planned by HaShem, in the absence of prophecy and the Urim VeTumim, how can we ever know with 
certainty why something happens? Consider the following Talmudic passage: 

Berachot 5a 
Raba (some say, R. Chisda) says: If a man sees that painful sufferings visit him, let him examine 
his conduct. For it is said: (Eicha 3:40) “Let us search and try our ways, and return unto the Lord.” 
If he examines and finds nothing [objectionable], let him attribute it to the neglect of the study of 
the Tora. For it is said: (Tehillim 94:12) “Happy is the man whom Thou Chastenest, O Lord, and 
Teachest out of Thy Law.”  If he did attribute it [thus], and still did not find [this to be the cause], 
let him be sure that these are chastenings of love. For it is said: (Mishlei 3:12) “For whom the 
Lord Loveth He Correcteth.”   
Raba, in the name of R. Sachora, in the name of R. Huna, says: If the Holy One, Blessed Be He, is 
pleased with a man, he crushes him with painful sufferings. For it is said: (Yeshayahu 53:10) “And 
the Lord was Pleased with [him, hence] He Crushed him by disease.”   Now, you might think that 
this is so even if he did not accept them with love. Therefore it is said: (Ibid.) “To see if his soul 
would offer itself in restitution.” Even as the trespass-offering must be brought by consent, so 
also the sufferings must be endured with consent. And if he did accept them, what is his reward? 
He will see his seed, prolong his days.  And more than that, his knowledge [of the Torah] will 
endure with him. For it is said: (Ibid.) “The purpose of the Lord will prosper in his hand.” 

Even if one wishes to make a distinction between sufferings (multiple reasons) and death (a more singular 
reason since it is so final and there is no possibility of future improvement), it similarly unclear why for  
human beings a particular life ends when it does. Consider the well-known verse from the Hallel prayer:   

Tehillim 116:15 
Precious in the Sight of the Lord is the death of His Saints.  

11 E.g., Sanhedrin 107a 
Raba expounded: What is meant by the verse, (Tehillim 38:18) “For I am ready to halt, and my 
sorrow is continually before me”? Bat Sheva, the daughter of Eliam, was predestined for David 
from the six days of Creation, but that she came to him with sorrow.  And the school of R. 
Yishmael taught likewise: She was worthy [i.e., predestined] for David from the six days of 
Creation, but that he enjoyed her before she was ripe. 

(Now that this is a second instance where the “school of R. Yishmael” employs this terminology, this might 
be another indication of the non-literalness of the phrase.)  
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RaShI in his commentary references this statement of the Talmud, he omits the curious 

additional phrase: 

 

RaShI, d.h. Ki Yipol HaNofeil 

This one was worthy of falling (no mention is made by the commentator at 

what point such a determination was made). Nevertheless do not allow his 

death to come about by your hand, because reward is brought about through a 

person of merit, and punishment through a person of guilt. 

 

Therefore although a particular person falling from a high place might appear to be an 

unfortunate accident or coincidence, in fact this particular event might have been 

predetermined due to some prior event or decision, yet not necessarily dating from the time 

that the universe was literally brought into existence.  In order to at least somewhat account for 

the totality of the language used by the school of R. Yishmael, R. Hirsch understands Devarim 

22:8 as a reference to a general principle regarding how God conducts the affairs of the world 

established at the dawn of Creation, rather than describing a specific instance or happening in 

real time:  

 

R. S.R. Hirsch 

…Regarding anything good or bad that happens to an individual due to another 

individual, two factors act in tandem: a) the Divine Decree that depends upon 

the merits or demerits of the one affected, and b) the good or bad act that is a 

function of the free will of the one who undertakes it. If we are deserving, 

HaShem Turns us over to be benefited by the good acts of the righteous, and if 

we are not deserving, He Allows us to be adversely affected by the evildoers…    

  

Another commentator, proceeding on the assumption that this individual is meeting his 

end due to some malfeasance on his part, suggests that the cause-and-effect relationship 

between the act and the consequence may have been predetermined in principle, rather than 

with respect to this particular individual: 

 

Tzror HaMe’or12 

…Regarding this particular sin, it had been agreed since the six days of Creation 

that this would be the consequence… 

 

A third understanding of the greater context of the Mitzva of Ma’akeh 

HaEmek Davar13 suggests a different attitude on the part of the person building the 

fence on his upper story than what we have considered to this point: 

                                                           
12 R. Avraham ben Yaakov Sava, 1440-1508, a Rabbi, Kabbalist and thinker who suffered expulsion during 
the Inquisition. 
http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%90%D7%91%D7%A8%D7%94%D7%9D_%D7%A1%D7%91%D7%A2  

http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%90%D7%91%D7%A8%D7%94%D7%9D_%D7%A1%D7%91%D7%A2
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In the Midrash Tanchuma, Parashat Beraishit #4 (the following question is 

posed):  

One who builds a new house, what blessing is he required to 

recite? This is what the Rabbis have taught: One who builds a 

new house must make the “Shehecheyanu”14 blessing in order 

to bring “pleasure”15 to His Creator. 

And we can ask, isn’t it obvious that any time we recite a blessing, we are  

bringing “pleasure” to the Creator? It would seem that merely when a house is 

constructed, it is not cause for blessing because it is not a meaningful 

accomplishment. But a person who builds a house in order to fulfill the 

Commandments of constructing a Ma’akeh or attaching a Mezuza, and that his 

house will become a gathering place for Tora scholars,16 etc., it is appropriate 

for him to bless that HaShem has Given him merit and Kept him alive to 

accomplish this… If his intention is to fulfill the Commandments that are a 

function of having a house, then this blessing is in order.  

 

HaEmek Davar appears to turn the priorities on their heads. Building a house is not for the 

primary purpose of Yishuv HaOlam (settling the world) but rather serves as one more platform 

by which one can fulfill those Commandments that can be performed only when one has a 

house.  A similar sensibility is attributed to Moshe’s desire to enter the land of Israel: 

 

Sota 14a 

R. Simlai expounded: Why did Moshe our teacher yearn to enter the land of 

Israel? Did he want to eat of its fruits or satisfy himself from its bounty? But 

thus spake Moshe: “Many precepts were commanded to Israel which can only 

be fulfilled in the land of Israel. I wish to enter the land so that they may all be 

fulfilled by me”. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
13 Naftali Zvi Yehuda Berlin, (b. Mir, Russia, 1816 - d. Warsaw, Poland, August 10, 1893), also known as 
Reb Hirsch Leib Berlin, and commonly known by the acronym NeTzIV, was an Orthodox rabbi, dean of the 
Volozhin Yeshiva and author of several works of rabbinic literature in Lithuania… 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naftali_Zvi_Yehuda_Berlin  
14 Blessed are You, Lord our God, King of the  Universe, Who has Granted us life, Sustained us 

and Enabled us to reach this occasion. 
15 The idea that God can Receive “pleasure” as a result of what man does is an arch anthropomorphism. 
While we are unsure as to whether or how God “Experiences” things, stating that something “gives Him 
Pleasure” suggests that it is a good thing to do. 
16 Avot 1:4 

…Yose ben Yoezer says: Let your home be a gathering place for scholars, sit in the dust at their 
feet, and thirstily drink their words.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mir,_Belarus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warsaw,_Poland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthodox_Judaism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabbi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosh_yeshiva
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volozhin_Yeshiva
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabbinic_literature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithuanian_Jews
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naftali_Zvi_Yehuda_Berlin
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And there is the striking passage describing individuals who were so intent on fulfilling as many 

Commandments as possible, that they even undertook quasi-sinful behavior,17 at least according 

to R. Yehuda: 

 

Nedarim 10a 

For it was taught: R. Yehuda said: The early Chasidim were eager to bring a sin-

offering, because the Holy One, Blessed Be He, never Caused them to stumble. 

What did they do? They arose and made a free-will vow of Nezirut to the 

Omnipresent, so as to be liable to a sin-offering to the Omnipresent.18    

R. Shimon said: They did not vow Nezirut. But he who wished to bring a burnt-

offering donated it freely, and brought it; if a peace-offering, he donated it 

freely and brought it; or if a thanks-offering and the four kinds of loaves, 

donated it freely and brought it. But they did not take Nezirut upon themselves, 

so as not to be designated sinners,19 as it is written, (BaMidbar 6:11) “And [the 

priest] shall make atonement for him, for that he sinned against a soul”. 

 

Therefore the Mitzva of Ma’akeh becomes another instance of being Mekadesh Chol 

(sanctifying the non-holy), perhaps a paradigm in its own right, for taking something, in this case 

a house, and using it as a setting for all sorts of Mitzva performances that otherwise could not 

be carried out.  

 

Conclusion 

The principle of “Shivim Panim LaTora” (there are seventy faces of the Tora) referring to 

the multiplicity of interpretations is illustrated to some minor degree in these three 

understandings of the meaning of the Mitzva of Ma’akeh. While the Mitzva must be performed 

regardless of how you understand its purpose, the fact that there can be so many different 

emphases is another way how each individual can find his/her own place within the world of 

Tora learning and Mitzva fulfillment. 

                                                           
17 Perhaps R. Yehuda would agree with RaMBaN who posited that the sin offering was not for becoming a 
Nazir, but rather for ceasing to be one, in accordance with the principle of “Ma’alin BaKodesh VeEin 
Moridim” (one ascends in holiness, but should not retrogress).  
18 BaMidbar 6:14 

And he (the Nazir completing his vow)  shall present his offering unto the Lord, one he-lamb of 
the first year without blemish for a burnt-offering, and one ewe-lamb of the first year without 
blemish for a sin-offering, and one ram without blemish for peace-offerings. 

19 R. Shimon would probably designate such an action as a “Mitzva HaBa’a BeAveira” (a Commandment 
that is fulfilled by way of a transgression).  


